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Buy Local, Sell to the World

Tools We Use

Instructors: Nathan Bailey & Jeffrey Clark

0:00:00 Nathan Bailey: Hey, there, everybody. Welcome back to Buy Local, Sell to the World. I'm 
here with my good friend, Jeffrey Clark. And we're gonna talk to you about tools we use and other 
cool resources that you have available to you for free. And there's some resources you can pay for, 
but we're gonna show you how to take advantage of stuff that is just free, hiding right there in plain 
sight, that you can use for your business. Let's jump right in. Jeff, how's everything going? 

0:00:27 Jeffrey Clark: Awesome, Nathan. How are you doing? 

0:00:29 NB: I'm absolutely fantastic, man. Things are moving fast and furious. We're starting to see
the yard sale and garage sale season hit, right now, as we speak.

0:00:42 JC: Oh, yeah, man.

0:00:43 NB: I'm ready to dive right into this business.

0:00:44 JC: It's ramping up. I am so excited about this and I'm excited to do this webinar too, 
because when you're starting out on this, it can be kind of overwhelming, thinking, "Oh, my gosh, 
what do I need, what do I need?" So I'm really excited to put this together and just tell people, 
"Look, it's pretty simple."

0:01:02 NB: Taking all the complexity out of it. Let's dive right in.

0:01:06 JC: Alright.

0:01:06 NB: Well, there are some sourcing tools that you're going to utilize to source product, to 
find inventories in your area, right there, hiding in plain sight. "Opportunities," like Jim Cockrum 
says, "$100 bills blowing in the wind." Just nobody else can really see 'em, but you educate yourself
on how to see those $100 bills out there floating in the wind, and be able to go out, and grab them. 
And so, in doing that, there are apps and websites that we use. There are scanners that we use. 
Vehicles that we have to have, to do things the right way, that we wanna talk about here in just a... 
Storage and how we store things, and warehouse things, and/or ship, and pack, and all that stuff. 
But these sourcing tools that we're gonna go over, I think it's very important that, right now, you 
have the right tools, because having the right tools makes all the difference. So Jeff, we'll talk about 
the apps, we'll talk about scanners, but what kind of vehicle are you out there rolling around in? 
Picking up stuff at anything? 
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0:02:10 JC: Right, so I have a 10-year-old soccer mom van. And it works great for me, because it's 
got... It drives like a car. I don't feel like I'm driving a big dump truck, but it's got a lot of space. And
I can fold the seats down, or remove the seats, when I have a big haul that I'm coming home in. And
honestly, I like having an older... I like having a soccer mom van, really, because it doesn't look 
slick. It doesn't look like I'm a big wheeler-dealer or anything.

0:02:46 NB: Boom.

0:02:47 JC: If I'm doing a meet, if I'm buying, if I'm doing a buy off of Craigslist, or off of 
Facebook Marketplace, or something, or just a referral from a friend, and I'm going to meet 
somebody, I can pull up in my rusty van, that looks like I have seven kids, because I do, [laughter] 
and that puts people at ease. Because they see me and they're like, "Oh, this is just a regular family 
dude." And that helps, but you definitely need something with the space that you can haul stuff in.

0:03:21 NB: You don't wanna pull up looking like a professional yard seller.

0:03:24 JC: Exactly, right. Exactly. That puts people off right away.

0:03:28 NB: It gives off that vibe, that you just gotta be cool, calm, collective, and make 'em like 
you. Make 'em laugh.

0:03:35 JC: Exactly. Make them your friend.

0:03:36 NB: That's my strategy. But you're right, that vehicle... I have a Denali, a Denali Yukon 
XL.

0:03:42 JC: Nice.

0:03:43 NB: I would always take my kids with me out when we were sourcing, like yard sale, 
estate sale, that type of stuff, because, "Oh, you got kids. Oh, well, your kids can just have this, and 
this, and these toys."

0:03:53 JC: Exactly. [laughter] Yep.

0:03:54 NB: Then they start giving away stuff, because they just like you. People do business with 
people they like.

0:03:58 JC: Right. [laughter]

0:04:02 NB: And then, to store this stuff, I can go out on a Saturday and fill up that Yukon Denali 
with the seats all the way folded forward. It's the biggest suburban that GMC makes, right? 

0:04:15 JC: Right. Yep.

0:04:16 NB: And we never come back without it being full, so if you have a Ferrari that you drive 
around, that little two-door coupe...

[laughter]
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0:04:25 NB: You need to figure something out.

0:04:28 JC: Yeah. [laughter] Definitely.

0:04:29 NB: Okay. And with your storage, what are you gonna do there? How are you gonna just 
store things? Where are you gonna store things? Having a little system. Let's dive right in and get 
into it here.

0:04:42 JC: Cool.

0:04:43 NB: Let's talk first about the smartphone apps for scanning and research.

0:04:47 JC: Okay.

0:04:48 NB: The official Amazon Seller app is absolutely what you need. First, it's free. As well as 
the official eBay app. It's free too. But the Amazon Seller app, Amazon seems to be the place where 
a lot of the buyers are buying stuff now. But eBay's still very, very good too. I'm doing more and 
more, actually, on eBay. I'm learning new strategies and techniques there. But with Amazon, on 
their app that you have on your smartphone, it uses the camera on your phone to do something very 
interesting. It uses a feature called Flow and this is where you actually search on your smartphone. 
And what you do is, as you go in, and there's a search bar at the top when you open up the app, that 
allows you to push on a button, that allows you to open... It's like a microphone or a voice, or 
actually, I can't...

0:05:51 JC: It's a little camera. There's a little icon right next to the search bar.

0:05:52 NB: There's a little camera. Yeah, in the search bar.

0:05:55 JC: That's a little camera.

0:05:56 NB: Yeah, so what it does, is it's like a facial recognition technology, where it can scan the 
label and the branding on the box. It'll scan the barcode, but it'll actually scan... You can hold the 
product up in front of your phone, and it'll come back, and say, "Is this what you're looking for?" It's
really nifty and it's really helpful...

0:06:20 JC: It's so handy, because when you're out there, say you're doing some retail arbitrage, 
you're going through Walmart, or Costco, or whatever, you can be scanning barcodes, and that's 
great, but sometimes, some of these stores, they'll cover over the barcode, if it's marked down on 
clearance. Well, the clearance stuff is what you're looking at, 'cause that's where your profit is gonna
be. So now, what do you do? It's obliterated with a black marker, whatever. Well, like you just said, 
you can use the camera, and just put it in front of the product itself, and it does that whole 
recognition thing with the wording, and the pictures on the box, and brings up listings. It's so cool.

0:06:58 NB: Yeah, and it's free. It's a great app. The official eBay app, I use for completed listings. 
My philosophy is that the eBay data is more accurate than the Amazon data. Amazon only gives you
a sales rank in a snapshot in time, that you can look at over a period of time, and it's very dubious, 
that sales rank. It doesn't tell us the exact story of how many are being sold and what it's actually 
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being sold for. You know what I'm saying? And with eBay, I can see the people that actually know 
what they're doing, versus the people that don't know what they're doing. So when I see it selling for
a high price a lot, I model their listing, but doing a completed listing search is what allows me to see
that stuff, and you can do that on your smartphone with the official eBay app.

0:07:47 JC: Right, and it tells you so much. I agree with you, that it's so much better than what the 
data Amazon gives you. What you do is, when you've got the eBay app open, say you're at a garage 
sale and you see a vintage Mickey Mouse telephone, you click in the search bar, and you type, 
"Vintage Mickey Mouse telephone," or if it's got a date on it, or the manufacturer, you type that in 
too, and it'll bring up listings. And, of course, you may see listings there that are $200, and you 
think, "Yahoo! I'm gonna sell this for 200 bucks." Well, not so fast. Anyone can put any price on 
their eBay listing. It doesn't mean it's gonna sell for that. If you click on the word 'filter,' then it 
gives you a bunch of different filters you can use and scroll down to where it says 'completed 
listings.' Now, underneath 'completed listings,' it'll say 'sold listings,' and you might be tempted to 
click on 'sold listings,' but if you do that, it will only show you the items that have sold, which is 
great, 'cause you can see what prices they sold for, but it doesn't show you the ones that didn't sell. 
So the reason that's important is, let's say you click on 'completed listings' and whatever you've 
typed in, it comes up with 10 listings that ended with no sale and only one that ended with a sale. 
What story does that tell you? That tells you that there's a lot of supply out there, but there's not 
much demand for that item. So you might want...

0:09:17 NB: What it is, it's called sell-through ratio.

0:09:21 JC: Exactly.

0:09:22 NB: How many were listed versus...

0:09:24 JC: Exactly.

0:09:24 NB: How many resulted in a sale? 

0:09:25 JC: That's right.

0:09:27 NB: And there are apps for that, and we're gonna talk about those apps, where you can 
actually see...

0:09:29 JC: Sure.

0:09:31 NB: That's why I say the eBay data is more accurate, so if it does well, really well on eBay,
it'd probably get even better on Amazon, in certain cases, but...

0:09:39 JC: Most likely.

0:09:40 NB: But with utilizing the eBay app, being able to see that picture of history, of maybe the 
last two to three months of sales, and which ones sold and did not, how many times that item was 
listed, versus the times that it ended in the result of a sale. And to me, a good sell-through ratio 
would be around 40% to 50%, 40% to 50% of the time that that item's put on eBay, it ends in a 
result of a sale.
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0:10:08 JC: Absolutely, that gets my attention, right there. Yeah. Hey, one thing I wanna say about 
the Amazon Seller app that I really like, the fact that it integrates with your seller account. Say 
you're doing some some retail arbitrage and you're scanning something, but it's a category that 
you're not approved in, or maybe it's a brand that you don't have approval to sell, the Amazon Seller
app will pop up with a warning, that says, "This is a restricted product," or, "You're not allowed to 
sell that." That's something I really like about that.

0:10:40 NB: That's a really good point about that and that was something that we didn't wanna fail 
to mention too, that this app can actually keep you out of trouble. Always, if you're gonna buy 
something, and you wanna sell at Amazon, and you only wanna do it FBA, make sure it's not 
restricted. If you have a new seller account, they're restricting a lot of products nowadays, and you 
don't wanna end up buying 10 of one unit, and find out that it's restricted.

0:11:08 JC: And find out you can't sell 'em. Yep, exactly.

0:11:13 NB: You can always sell on eBay, though. There's just different things, different caveats 
that you have to watch for and know for on. Don't try to sell a Gucci purse [chuckle] on eBay. You'll
get shut down immediately...

0:11:24 JC: [laughter] Right.

0:11:26 NB: Or even Amazon. If you're not authorized to sell it and you don't have authorization 
from the manufacturer, you're taking a risk there.

0:11:38 JC: That's right.

0:11:39 NB: As far as these apps that we're gonna cover in this section of this training, we're gonna 
talk about Profit Bandit, talk about ScanPower, Neatoscan, Scoutify made by Inventory Lab, which 
is another tool that we're gonna talk about here in a minute as well, but... FBAScan, these are all 
tools. There are lots of tools out there that you can take out in the field with you. And some of 'em 
cost money, some of 'em are free. But you can take 'em out there with you and go to the retail store, 
where you know they have a bunch of clearance stuff that they're clearing out. And you go in there, 
and you use your smartphone to scan that item, and find out the data on, "What is the sales rank? 
What is all the research that you need to have, to know you're making a good buying decision?" A 
lot of these tools for Amazon can help you do that, but they're only giving you an estimate. It's not 
giving you exact data, and you have to learn how to read that data. But you can't really do this 
business without it. You can go out there, and take a shot in the dark, and you want to develop an 
eye for stuff that you know is gonna sell well.

0:12:49 JC: Sure.

0:12:49 NB: After a while of doing this, you develop an eye for knowing, "Oh, wow, that old video 
gaming console," or, "The game sells for this much." You'll know what you can make on stuff.

0:13:00 JC: These are the tools that get you to that level.

0:13:01 NB: Yep. Let me give you Profit Bandit, for example. I'm not gonna go through every 
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single one of these tools here, but I wanna show you, specifically, what it does. Like I said, it uses 
your smartphone's...

0:13:14 JC: Profit Bandit is a good example.

0:13:16 NB: To scan the barcode, you see the scan button right up here? You'd hit that, and your 
camera pops up on your phone, and you put the barcode of the product that you're scanning. And 
what it does, is it comes back with all the data that you need to know, whether or not you can make 
a buying decision. You can't make a buying decision without looking at sales rank. It shows 
competition, about how many other competitors you have. You can kinda see, also, is Amazon a 
competitor? 

0:13:53 JC: Yep, that's important.

0:13:55 NB: It also will show your profit. Down there, where it says $18.55... That's if you're 
putting your buy cost in there properly, and let's say, you're out scanning a book like this, you can 
see... Look at this, the used aren't selling for very much. But look at the new, are selling for quite a 
bit.

0:14:11 JC: Yeah, they're doing pretty good. One thing I like about Profit Bandit is you can adjust 
your costs, so it doesn't just take buy cost out, but it also figures out inbound shipping, FBA fees, 
and all that kinda stuff too.

0:14:25 NB: Yes. And it works in the USA, it works in the United Kingdom, it works in a lot of 
places, in a lot of countries, actually, now. They've expanded it. It even has a listing integration 
system in it to where, if you want to list that product and sell it into your account, it'll automatically 
list that one for you. You have it, you get home, you get in front of your computer, and boom. It has 
an integration system that helps you print out the FBA labels, and whatnot, and... I don't use that 
service anymore. I've got all my systems in place. I don't need to do that. But not to say that they 
don't have a great service and they charge, I think, $40 a month for it, or something, $50 a month. 
But you can do it without those costs. And that's what we wanna do, is help you avoid the 
unnecessary out of pocket expenses. Scanning apps that go on your smartphones like this do cost 
money. This is only 10 bucks a month. And so, if you're out doing a lot of scanning, and doing what
we're teaching you here, and you have this stuff in hand when you're at those opportunities to 
acquire really good profitable inventory with really good ROIs, you've gotta have the right tools and
sometimes it takes money to make money.

0:15:43 NB: Like this, right here, for instance. These range anywhere from... You're gonna see them
for 50 bucks and the really good high-end ones go up to 1,000 bucks. For a Bluetooth barcode 
scanner, this is to scan the barcode of something, but it does it a lot faster. It hooks up to your 
phone, because it takes time for your camera on your phone to focus in on that barcode, so you're 
spending a little bit now. You can start out with your phone camera, but eventually, if you're out to 
scan 100 books, 200 books, 300 books...

0:16:17 JC: That's gonna take a while.

0:16:18 NB: Yeah. It's gonna take a while. And so this really, really dramatically speeds up the time
it takes to scan 100 books, or go through all those clearance and close-out sections lightning fast. 
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Your time is your most valuable asset. It's definitely worth the investment. I think I bought... This is 
the one I use right here, the exact same one. I think I paid 80 bucks for it. They're pretty high-tech 
pieces of equipment, so if you're brand new to computers, or smartphones, or maybe get someone 
that is a tech to help you set some of this stuff up like this for you, so that you have a really good 
understanding of how to use it when you're out on the field.

0:17:04 JC: Yeah, that can really speed up your scanning. Before we leave apps, I wanna mention 
just one thing. A couple of these apps here, I know FBAScan and I know Neatoscan, those two, they
have a downloadable database, which can be really valuable. A couple of the places that I like to 
source, they have thick steel roofs that block cell signal and so I can't use the Amazon Seller app in 
a place like that. So if I'm sourcing there, then I will refresh, like the FBAScan, the download. And 
it downloads the entire database of Amazon, so you can source as if you're connected to your 
mobile data right there. That's really good.

0:17:53 NB: And if you're doing books, specifically, the Neatoscan, also really good, does the same
thing, it downloads all of the data, actually, onto a PDA. There's a special PDA you can get for it 
and it downloads that data onto that PDA, so that when you go out book scanning, you have the... 
As of last week's, Amazon's entire book database...

0:18:16 JC: Excellent.

0:18:16 NB: Of all of the books in their catalogue and library, sales ranks, all that data that you 
need that's very specific, that you don't have to worry about not having internet access. There have 
been times where I've taken... Just of the books that I didn't know... I'd take a picture of the bar 
code, the book, and then, go out and research it in my car.

0:18:39 JC: [laughter] I've done that too.

0:18:40 NB: Come back in and...

0:18:42 JC: Oh, my gosh. That's so time-consuming. [laughter]

0:18:45 NB: You know what, though? When you're looking at spending and dumping a bunch of 
cash into something, that you can make a bunch of cash on...

0:18:52 JC: Right.

0:18:53 NB: Sometimes it's worth it. [chuckle]

0:18:54 JC: I know it. I know it. [laughter]

0:18:56 NB: But without having these tools, you have less of a chance of really getting the most out
of what you've got with this business model. Now, going back, though, going into these tools we 
talk about, the apps. Well, there's website apps for your computer, and I've even had tablets and 
computers that will set up here on my system, and while I'm out in the field, I tether it to my 
cellphone, and I'm on the internet, so I can use some of these more intensive apps, like Keepa, 
where you're on a real computer... Keepa, and I also wanna mention Camelcamelcamel here, 
camelcamelcamel.com. What they show you is the actual history of what that product sold for over 
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a period of time. Did the price go up? Did it go down? Was it down last week, but it's up this week 
for some reason? Or also, it keeps a history on a lot of products... Not on every category, like 
clothing and shoes, it doesn't keep a history of sales rank... But it has sales rank history and I use 
this a lot, because I wanna see the sales rank history over a period of time and what is the average? 
90 days, really is. I wanna see, "What was the real sales rank of this product over the last 90 days? 
What did it average over 90 days?" That's the true sales rank.

0:20:26 JC: Yeah, that is so valuable, Nathan. Just this afternoon, I was doing some retail sourcing, 
and I had this product that was marked on clearance for 7 bucks, and I thought... The price was 
insane. It was like a re-pricer on Amazon. It was like $200. Why is it not selling for 200 bucks? So I
went to Camelcamelcamel to see the history. Now, the history was really interesting, because the 
lowest price it had sold for was $7, matching my price, and for most of 2015 and 2016, it had been 
selling for $7. Well, suddenly, in 2017, which this is the middle of April here, so for the last four 
months, it's been selling for $20 to $30. That price history helped me make a decision that, "Okay, I 
can buy this at $7, and sell it for $20, and I'm not going to lose my shirt on it."

0:21:27 NB: Another thing I like about Keepa too, is I can go back to the beginning of when that 
product was listed. I can go 2,000 days back to see, "What is the pattern?" Oh, wow! So right now, 
we're going into summer and I can see all the data going back on this. Right now, I'm buying stuff 
for fourth quarter. Getting good deals on stuff that's out of season.

0:21:56 JC: You betcha.

0:21:57 NB: But here's the key to this, is I can go back and see, "Oh, wait, this is what it sells for 
during fourth quarter," or, "This is what it sells like during this holiday," and, "This is where the 
prices bend." That really helps you make that decision and do the research on, "What is your 
strategy with this product?" Or, "Is there an opportunity with this product?"

0:22:21 JC: Definitely.

0:22:21 NB: You might pass stuff up, because, "Oh, today the sales rank's not real good." But going
back and looking at the history... That's the key... Is that history will repeat itself. Now, AMZ Seller 
Browser, this is another extension that I use. And why I use this, is this Chrome extension allows 
me to see a lot of this data, as I'm searching a listing. I don't have to click on that listing, go to that 
Amazon listing on amazon.com, I can actually type in a keyword in the search, and all the results it 
comes up with, every product, it's gonna show me the sales rank, before I ever have to click on it. 
It's gonna show me how many FBA sellers or sellers. Is Amazon selling that same product? I really 
like using this as a fast track for finding out that data really quickly, when I'm in front of the 
amazon.com website and I'm searching on Amazon.

0:23:14 NB: Keepa will install right into the page on amazon.com for you. If you're new to Keepa, 
it's easy to operate and use, and it appears right under the image of the product that you're looking 
at, as a chart, as a graph, and it shows you that history. Now, AMZ Seller Browser is a free Chrome 
extension. Just search it on Google, "AMZ Seller Browser Chrome Extension," and it'll come up. 
And guess what? Keepa and AMZ Seller Browser? Totally free! I can operate my business on just 
those tools and watching that stuff based on the history, if it's stuff that I'm doing on amazon.com.

0:23:56 JC: Yep. Good stuff.
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0:23:58 NB: Those are the websites and tools that I use for... And people are like, "Oh, wow. Do 
you use some special software?" Well, you don't have to. Amazon is the tool.

0:24:07 JC: It is. [laughter]

0:24:09 NB: EBay also.

0:24:09 JC: [0:24:09] ____.

0:24:10 NB: We talked a lot about completed listing searches and it's because those eBay 
completed listing searches show me, really, what's going on. What is stuff selling for, actually, for 
real? But eBay's downgraded a little bit and things on eBay are selling for less than they are on 
Amazon.

0:24:29 JC: Some things, yeah. Well, the reason I like doing the completed listing search is, not 
only does it show you the sell-through rate, but it also, if you can scroll through and look at the 
listings, there may be certain things that jump out at you about the sold listings versus the unsold 
listings. For instance, maybe all the sold listings have free shipping and none of the unsold listings 
do. Or maybe all the sold listings have a certain word or phrase, a keyword in the title, that the 
unsold listings don't. So then, when you put your listing together, you know the things that you need
to do to get your item to sell.

0:25:07 NB: You can actually copy the other seller's title, that was most successful in selling that 
product.

0:25:13 JC: You can't copy their photos. You gotta take your own photos. But yeah, you can copy 
their title.

0:25:16 NB: Yeah, but their title, and you can rob, and develop their description. [chuckle]

0:25:21 JC: Yep, yeah. Serious.

0:25:24 NB: Just what you wanna do, is you wanna imitate before you innovate. You wanna copy 
who's doing it right, and the completed listings can really show you that, and give you that research.

0:25:32 JC: Right on.

0:25:32 NB: Another thing that we use is Terapeak. Terapeak, I've used it for years, and years, and 
it, actually, shows me way more in-depth than just a simple eBay completed listing search. For 
eBay, Terapeak really is the best that there is for data, in regards to how many of that item sold, and 
actually, who sold it, and what was their sell-through ratio? You know what I'm saying? And what 
did they do a month? What did they do a week? They break it down, so you know exactly how 
many will sell of what product. So you can vary, is it a short tail product, a medium tail product, or 
a long tail product, that I'll be holding out for, but I'll make a lot of money on it when it sells, six, 
eight, 10, 12 bucks from now. Terapeak also has Amazon data but, really, they specialize in eBay 
data...
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0:26:23 JC: Yeah, they're best for eBay, definitely.

0:26:25 NB: If you're moving stuff on eBay, and you're out in the field, and you use their Terapeak 
mobile app, you will not be discouraged or dissatisfied. I use it on a tablet that we have cellular 
access to. Aw, man, it is for stuff that I like finding, 'cause I like vintage, collectible. I can find out, 
"Hey, what were the last sales on any given vintage sewing machine?" That you're not gonna sell 
anywhere else but eBay, right? I can see how many people sold it, who sold it, what did it sell for? I
know exactly what my profit's gonna be when I make my buying decision. Now, JungleScout and 
ASINspector, these two tools are website tools and they're browser extension tools for Amazon, that
go in deep like Terapeak, but Amazon doesn't really share the data like eBay does. They're not really
gonna let you see exactly what's going on, because why would they? They're competing with you.

0:27:23 JC: Exactly. [chuckle]

0:27:23 NB: As opposed to eBay, eBay's not competing with you, so they don't care.

0:27:28 JC: Right. EBay's just a platform.

0:27:29 NB: Yeah, JungleScout and ASINspector, they give good data, but it's not entirely accurate.
I wouldn't trust it. I've had things where it said... I looked at a product that I knew that only I was 
selling and it was way off. The data is skewed. It's not always accurate.

0:27:49 JC: It's only as accurate as Amazon allows them to be.

0:27:53 NB: Yes. Well, on certain things, it's pretty accurate, though.

0:27:57 JC: Yeah, before we leave this page, I wanna mention just a couple of websites that we 
don't have on here. We'd mentioned them in the other modules, but another group of websites for 
research, as you're going out sourcing, is Gsalr, G-S-A-L-R.com, which shows you garage sales in 
your area, so you know where you're going, and they have a mobile app. Also, estatesales.net, they 
have a mobile app. And also, auctionzip.com. Like I said, we mentioned all of those in other 
modules, but I wanted to give 'em just a shoutout here, because they're very valuable sourcing tools.

0:28:33 NB: There's so many sourcing tools out there, really, that we can't even name them all, 
because there's so many of 'em.

0:28:39 JC: Oh, my gosh. Right.

0:28:40 NB: You have to find what works best for you. One of the tools, even, I'll give honorable 
mention to, is Listing Mirror. We sell on Walmart. We have products that we sell on Walmart. We 
have products that we sell through our Shopify. We have products that we sell on Etsy and all of this
is being managed by Listing Mirror. We have products that we're selling on Amazon. What it does, 
is it batches all the things that we need to ship, merch, and fulfill, and what it does, is it makes it so 
that we have a shipping platform to use with ShippingEasy, as well...

0:29:21 JC: Wow.

0:29:22 NB: That gives us the ability to... We're shipping out 400 units a day in about two to three 
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hours. One person managing that.

0:29:31 JC: That's really cool.

0:29:32 NB: Yeah, once you get advanced at this and you start going multi-channel, Listing 
Mirror's a good tool, as well. There's so many great tools and you'll... As you progress in the 
business, you'll find what you're looking for. It's there, the technology is there and you absolutely 
need to use it. So, moving on, with the listing tool, this is probably the number one thing you should
probably buy first [chuckle] in this business.

0:29:58 JC: I agree. I definitely agree.

0:30:01 NB: I just bought two today, actually. We just are expanding, just bringing other people 
into work with us.

0:30:06 JC: [laughter] Nice.

0:30:06 NB: So you could buy these for 15 to 20 bucks on Amazon. They're really, really cheap. 
They hook up USB to your computer, and it gives you the ability to scan a barcode, and it 
automatically puts that UPC or book ISBN number into the search field of wherever you're... If 
you're adding a product on Amazon, you can scan it, boom, it'll put the product right in. So it will 
speed up things in your workflow, when you're listing products online.

0:30:34 JC: Big time.

0:30:35 NB: So you may wanna definitely invest in one of these, [chuckle] for sure.

0:30:40 JC: Definitely.

0:30:40 NB: Now, you don't absolutely have to invest in one of these. I know people that print stuff
out 30 on a sheet, as far as their labels go. You probably all know that you have to put labels on 
everything that you send into Amazon FBA. But if you don't have a system that is efficient and 
effective and quick... I can print out two different label sizes to have identifiers on my product for 
whatever I need. With this particular... This is the one that I use, the 450 Twin Turbo. What's great 
about it is, is if you run out of labels on one side, you can just switch over to the other side, and 
have it print out of the other side, and just keep going. Different sized labels can go in different... If 
you have two different things... What I have a process of is, when I check something in, I check it 
in, inspect the item to make sure that it is to be listed properly. Well, I'll put that in a polybag, and 
then, I'll label it what it is, so I can read clearly on what it is exactly. And then, also, I'll print on it as
well, the FBA label, if I send it in, or if I wanna send it in, at some point.

0:31:51 JC: Sure.

0:31:54 NB: I use this a lot for labeling products. You're gonna need one of these. I've seen 'em as 
low as, just the regular label writer, the Dymo labeler, as low as 70 bucks on Amazon, and up as 
high as $200 for this Twin Turbo, as well. But what I do, is I use this service called 
clickandlabel.com and what it allows you to do is, it's an extension in your browser, it's a Chrome 
extension, that when you're in Amazon, and you're adding a product, and you add the quantity when
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you're putting in the listing, and when you're setting up your FBA shipment, you click on that 
extension, and it automatically prints out the FBA label. So you can label stuff one at a time 
efficiently. It works with all these Dymo label printers, and Zebra printers, and it's only five bucks a
month. I swear by it. This is what we use in our warehouse.

0:32:55 JC: Excellent.

0:32:56 NB: This is what we use to list hundreds of items at once, as efficiently as you can. Now, 
one of the things that all of these tools... If you're doing processing, some people choose to send 
their stuff to a prepping company or have someone else do their processing. And we're gonna talk 
about VAs, and getting people to come help, and work for you in this business, but if you're gonna 
do that, you gotta first think about the space that you're gonna do it from. You're working from 
home, usually, in the very beginning, in starting this business, testing the waters, making sure it's 
gonna work for you. Start out from home, absolutely, but you've gotta have systems in your house 
to do this. I'll tell you, recently, I've graduated from home and storage unit to actual warehouse now.

0:33:44 JC: Awesome.

0:33:44 NB: And you'll know when you need a warehouse. But, Jeff, talk to me about what kind of 
systems for your business do you have to have in place, when you're doing this business from your 
home? 

0:33:56 JC: Right. Well, when you're starting out, it's best to designate a room, if you can designate
an entire room. And what I did when I was starting out, is I set up... And actually, my process isn't 
much different right now. But I set up different tables in that room for different functions, 'cause I 
wanted to imagine the flow of things coming in. So I'm out on a sourcing trip, I carry stuff in, I put 
it on this table, and this is the listing table. Now, from this table, then... And that table should be 
close to your barcode scanner, and your desktop, where you're gonna be listing stuff. So you go 
from there, you list the stuff, then it moves from the listing table to the processing table, where you 
peel the stickers off, you stick the labels on, you bag it if it needs to be bagged, all that kind of stuff 
that needs to happen. Then it moves from the processing table to the shipping table and that means 
that it's ready to be packed in an Amazon shipment.

0:35:00 JC: And so, as I incorporated my kids to help me, they could see the flow that was going 
on, and they could easily jump in, and I could say, "Okay, these are things that need to be boxed in 
an Amazon shipment." My kids make the Amazon shipment for me. It's a great way to... Having 
that flow and having it visual, especially, it's really key. Because as you scale up, the flow's not 
gonna be different, you're just gonna move into larger space. I moved from my 12x12 library 
upstairs. Now I have my processing center in my basement and it takes up half my house. [laughter]
And honestly, Nathan, I'm doing the same thing you are. I'm starting to look at empty spaces 
downtown, because my garage is full of inventory, I've got a storage unit, and I'm about at the place 
where I need to start looking at warehouse space too.

0:35:54 NB: Man, I'll tell you, it's changed my life. I'll tell you my story. I have a pretty large home,
a seven-bedroom house, where up until recently, all but three bedrooms were not being completely 
used up for inventory, storage, packing, listing, shipping.

0:36:15 JC: [laughter] I feel your pain.
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0:36:18 NB: Not just that, but my whole living room. In the front living room, I've got 30-foot 
vaulted ceilings.

[laughter]

0:36:24 NB: Stuffed all the way to the ceiling.

[laughter]

0:36:27 NB: It started out... "Yeah, we'll just go out of the garage." Started out of the garage, 
moved into the house, and it basically took over my whole house. I've got my home back...

0:36:37 JC: That's easy to do.

0:36:38 NB: So that's a good feeling to have, when you're able to get there. But when do you get 
there? Well, maybe, if you've got too much stuff and maybe you're stockpiling for fourth quarter, 
maybe look into getting a storage unit. You may need to think about those types of things, so that 
sometimes, your inventory doesn't overrun your life. Yeah, I let it happen to me and Jim Cockrum 
will never let me live it down, but he's a great mentor anyway...

[chuckle]

0:37:01 NB: I'll keep truckin' onward.

0:37:02 JC: Yeah, he is.

0:37:03 NB: But, now that I'm in a warehouse situation, where I just bought a forklift, a new 
forklift.

0:37:08 JC: Cool.

0:37:08 NB: I own a pallet jack, dude. [laughter]

0:37:11 JC: Nice! [laughter] Nice.

0:37:13 NB: And what's funny, is my skills at picking, and going out, and finding this stuff, and 
getting it for so cheap locally... "Buy local." I got all that stuff for about 1,200 bucks.

0:37:25 JC: Excellent.

0:37:26 NB: Pallet rack. I own pallet racking. Lots of it, lots of it.

[chuckle]

0:37:30 NB: I just started doing exclusive prepping out of my warehouse, so other people that I'm 
prepping and processing inventory, are paying for my warehouse to warehouse my goods now, 
instead of me paying for it, being in my house, so leverage. You have to think in terms of leverage 
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and the space that you're doing this from is... Even if you've got a small space, set up a little area 
where you're doing your photography, and where you do your packing, shipping, or your boxing 
takes place. And you'll collect some boxes, and we'll talk about that here too. You'll have an area in 
your house that's just designated for boxes, if you do it in your house.

[laughter]

0:38:06 NB: Now, another thing that we were gonna talk about is cleaners. Sometimes you need to 
clean stuff up in your business, not only that, but you need to peel off stickers, the price tags, any of 
that stuff that doesn't belong on there, that if you were buying it for... Think about this, "Oh, I 
bought this thing for 25 bucks," and then, you flip it over on the back, and it has the clearance 
sticker that says $9.99, [chuckle] you're gonna be going... [laughter] There are people that get 
negative feedback for that, literally, and you don't want that, so you have to remove these things, 
and you have to use tools like Scotty Peelers, Goo Gone, and Ronsonol. Goo Gone, you probably 
know what that is. Ronsonol is lighter fluid for the old Zippos, in the yellow bottle; you can get it at
any grocery store or hardware store.

0:38:50 JC: Right, and again, talking about starting out, if you don't wanna invest in something like
Goo Gone, just regular isopropyl does a good job.

0:38:58 NB: Isopropyl alcohol does too. When you have kids around, though, you gotta be... I just 
don't like having anything around that is just anything... Ronsonol, that's their favorite.

[laughter]

0:39:10 NB: No, but the Ronsonol, I'll tell you, the reason why I use that... A lot of people think, 
"Lighter fluid?" What happens is that Ronsonol breaks up the adhesive on the sticker. It's lighter 
fluid, and then, when you peel it off, and then, you can wipe away that adhesive. It's like a solvent 
to that adhesive. But Ronsonol lighter fluid, it evaporates, so it doesn't stain boxes and it doesn't... 
That's why... I'll use that Ronsonol lighter fluid sometimes with the Scotty Peeler, and it makes 
those labels come right off easy, and it's just easy, easy, easy work.

0:39:38 JC: Good deal.

0:39:39 NB: But, not only that, how do we deal with boxes? Where do we get boxes? We need to 
get boxes, and tape, and dunnage. Tell me a little bit about dunnage.

0:39:50 JC: Sure. Dunnage is the stuff that you pack into a box, just to fill up the space. When 
you're shipping into Amazon, you try to pack the box as best you can with product, but eventually, 
there's gonna be a little bit of empty space. And also, if you're shipping something eBay, especially, 
if it's not a rectangular item, it'll go in the box and you've got all bunch of space around there. Well, 
a lot of people think, "Oh, okay, I'll just dump packing peanuts or whatever." That's fine for eBay, 
but Amazon won't allow you to do that. They have very specific rules for their dunnage. So one 
thing you can do is just start collecting the little pillows, or the wadded paper, or whatever, or even 
the packing peanuts that come in from things that you order. Another thing, that I know I did, when 
I was first starting out shipping stuff on eBay, I had stacks of old newspapers, and I'd wad those up, 
and use those for stuffing. The problem with newspapers is the ink doesn't dry, and so it can come 
off on your product. That's fine for starting out, but I wouldn't do that for very long.
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0:41:01 JC: As far as boxes go, man, you can get free boxes just about anywhere. My kids work 
here in town. They've worked at the local grocery store, a couple of 'em work at a local coffee shop,
and there are free boxes all the time. And things coming into the grocery store, particularly, if it's 
canned goods, or the coffee shop, those bottles of flavors and whatever, that's some good, thick, 
sturdy cardboard. But you can go to wherever. Walmart, Costco, Family Dollar, whatever, they all 
have times where they're opening inventory and they have to do something with the cardboard. 
Frequently, they just cut it down, and pallet it, and then recycle it, or whatever. So you can be there 
when they're unpacking the boxes and walk away with some free boxes.

0:41:52 NB: Yeah, you always want to keep everything that you buy. Try to buy everything you can
on Amazon, because you get a bunch of free dunnage: The bubble wrap, packing paper. I literally 
have, now, in my warehouse, because of what we've been running, a complete area full of just 
bubble wrap, bubbles, packing paper. I have poly bags in a very organized fashion now. The stuff 
that you collect doing this business, that you're like, "Don't throw away that box."

[laughter]

0:42:32 NB: It's silly. No, but it's good to have it. You'll be glad you have it when you need it. But, 
a lot of it you can get for free and we're gonna talk to you about it. Not necessarily the tape, but 
boxes and dunnage, you can get this stuff for free. You don't have to pay for it. Well, in certain 
situations, you might want to, but I literally buy boxes from Uline, that are a perfect size for private 
label products that we're selling.

0:42:55 JC: Or I get 'em from Home Depot. They have good, thick boxes too.

0:43:00 NB: Yep. Now, let's go over written procedure, Jeff.

0:43:07 JC: The reason I put this in here as a processing tool, is because even though you're 
starting out, and you're thinking, "Oh, I'm only gonna make a couple of hundred bucks a month," or 
whatever, that's fine to start out. But if you're looking ahead and you're thinking, "I'm gonna grow," 
because if you do this business right, you will grow and you will grow fast, so the thing that's really,
really important as a tool, is to have a written procedure on your processes. Like I was talking about
having the flow, we bring the product in, we put it on the listing table, we list it, we process it, we 
pack it, we ship it, all this kind of stuff. Take each of those things, each of those steps, and write out 
your procedure for them. And it may seem kind of dumb, but... Because you're writing out every 
single step. "Okay, open amazon.com, sign into the... " All the different processes that you do.

0:44:02 JC: The reason you're doing this, is because as you grow, you're going to need to start 
hiring people on to do some of these things. And the more people that you have doing things that 
you don't need to do, then you can concentrate on the things that you love to do. Having that 
procedure in place, you're able to train somebody very easily. Without that written procedure, they 
don't know what you want 'em to do. You can say, "Well, list it!" And they don't know, [chuckle] 
they've never listed anything before, whereas you've been doing it for a year, at that point. But, if 
you have a written procedure and you can say, "This is how we do it," then it's so much easier to 
grow.

0:44:43 NB: We're gonna talk about documenting more than just that in your business, though, too, 
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here in a second, but another thing too is, you wanna save all of the receipts, and invoices, and 
records of everything that you do, and I'm going to talk about a business journal here in a second. 
But saving all these receipts, and invoices, and all records, it's gonna keep you out of hot water. At 
any time, you could sell something, someone could come along and say, "That's counterfeit," and 
you can be like, "No, I have the receipt. This is where I bought it. Here's my proof of purchase." 
Not only for taxation, but for every regulation of every online selling marketplace, is going to 
require you to have this, to prove that you purchased this from a legitimate source, even doing 
tracking for everything that you bought at a yard sale. So save everything that you can, anything: 
Emails, invoices, records. It might even be a good idea to just take a picture of the item, and save it, 
or even print it out, if it's an email invoice, and put it on file, save everything. Now, moving 
forward, the Scotty labellers we talked about, you need to have this stuff.

0:45:58 JC: Those are great, man.

0:46:00 NB: This is what they look like.

0:46:01 JC: They save your fingernails. [laughter]

0:46:04 NB: You're gonna need these. Get online and pick 'em up, they're really, really cheap. You 
can get 'em for nothing. This right here, and there are tons of other things I can add to this, but these
are just things that I use, and we use it often. Sometimes, I have to make a custom box for 
something, to get something to fit. I have to break down boxes, so that my shipment is just right, the
size, to make it as efficient and as small as possible, to avoid unnecessary out of pocket expenses 
when shipping something. This is something that you can use, a processing tool, 20 bucks on 
Amazon. I use this a lot.

0:46:39 JC: I like it.

0:46:42 NB: Going into that, I want to talk to you more about these shipping tools: Shipping scales,
shipping labels, all the other stuff that you're definitely gonna need, for sure. We wanna make sure, 
even if you're probably advanced at this, that you know that these other things are available to you, 
that you may not have known about. This shipping scale, even though this is for people that are 
brand new, if you're not new on this, you probably already have this. But this is the one I buy, 
Weighmax, $18.95. It goes up to 75 pounds. You can't really ship anything in Amazon FBA over 50 
pounds. It has to be under 50 pounds. They will ship it right back to you, just like if you put packing
peanuts in that shipment, they will ship it right back to you. They will not accept packing peanuts. 
But this scale right here, it's a really cheap one. Or you can spend a little bit more money and get a 
USB scale that hooks up to your computer, so that you can integrate that scale, that shipping scale, 
to automatically put weights in on things. It works with a program called integraship.com. You can 
sign up for a free account with IntegraShip and the beauty of this is, is it gives you discount 
shipping on everything, on UPS, United States Postal Service, and FedEx, and it'll compare their 
rates.

0:48:06 NB: And it's free, but it will actually print out your shipments through their discount rates 
that you get, because you're piggybacking off of a huge company, that you're getting their discount 
rates for all of these carriers. But here's the best part about it, is it integrates with eBay. It integrates 
with Amazon. It integrates with Etsy, and your website, and just about anything you can think of 
there. What it does, is it then batches your sells from your website, and Etsy, and eBay, and 
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everything that you'll need to do merchant fulfilled shipping on into IntegraShip. It'll batch those 
shipments together, which where you can go right in there, print out your shipping labels off of their
discount shipping rate, and basically have it integrate with anything online that you're selling on any
platform, so that you have a record and a history of all tracking numbers. It just makes it a lot easier
to just do all of your shipping, in general. And it's always nice to do it cheaper than a rate that eBay 
or Amazon could give you.

0:49:17 JC: Yeah. I love it, man.

0:49:17 NB: So you're in control of it and it's a system that, not only that, if you have a prepping 
company, IntegraShip is doing prepping too, to where you can send stuff to them, and they'll send it 
merchant fulfilled to your customer. If you don't wanna store it in your house and wait for it to sell, 
you can send it to them and they will merchant fulfill it to your customer. If you have a private label
product and you don't wanna pay Amazon money, $4, every time you do a fulfillment order to ship 
it to your eBay customer, or your website customer, they'll do it for a lot cheaper, and it's all 
integrated, and you have them use your account to do it.

0:49:57 JC: I love it.

0:49:58 NB: It simplifies things. So as you talked about leverage, you'd leverage other people's 
time, resources, and knowledge to do those things for you if you can. Build a team. Now, you're 
also gonna need shipping labels. I buy two on a sheet like this. I buy 'em by the thousand. 30 bucks 
a label. So, I also have a Zebra shipping labeler. I'm not gonna go into that. Those are a bit more 
expensive. You're looking at about 200 to 250 bucks. But that's all it does is spit out shipping labels 
all day every day. It's just part of becoming more efficient. But these work well too. They'll print off
of a laser and inkjet and they peel off; they're adhesive. So the label peels off, slap it right on the 
box and you got your Amazon label, and you got your shipping label. Here's the beauty of this, 
these shipping labels right here, you can buy 'em on Amazon, you can buy 'em on Uline. But you 
can actually get them for free [chuckle] on UPS. So if you set up a shipping account with UPS and 
you're gonna be shipping stuff and you're gonna need it, they have it in their store there. You can go 
into UPS and you can actually order these labels and UPS will deliver them to you for free. But you
have to ship UPS with them. You can't use them on...

0:51:24 JC: Yeah. They're actually smart, yes.

0:51:24 NB: USPS mail, or FedEx, or... You have to use them on UPS, but you get 'em for free. But
I do so much, I buy 'em by the thousand, 'cause I do different things with 'em too. I actually label 
some of my private label products with it, a color laser printer, and I print on these, to print our label
for our product on these actual shipping labels.

0:51:45 JC: Yeah, that's cool.

0:51:46 NB: Interestingly enough. So they can be used for a lot of different things. And also, I use a
lot of these poly mailers. Sometimes I sell small clothing products, and socks, and different things 
that fit in these smaller poly bags, up to larger poly mailers, and I'll ship stuff out, sometimes first 
class in this stuff. I think that if it's lighter than what? Four ounces or 36 ounces...

0:52:11 JC: If it's lighter than a pound.
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0:52:13 NB: Lighter than a pound, yeah, I know. But it's like two bucks? $2.16? 

0:52:18 JC: Oh, yeah, I'm sorry. Yeah, it's $2.70.

0:52:21 NB: First class mail. So that ships out first class mail, which if you're doing merchant 
fulfilled shipping, right? I use these poly bags. You can buy 'em on Amazon, you can buy 'em on 
uline.com, you can buy 'em on Bubblefast. They're really awesome. The Levines, they're great 
people to do business with.

0:52:40 JC: Yeah, they are.

0:52:41 NB: As far as shipping boxes, you can get 'em free everywhere. We talked about going into
stores, Walmart, Thursday night. Go hit up Walmart, Thursday night at 9:00 or 10:00, and they will 
be stocking shelves, and they'll be throwing these boxes in a pile. And you can be like, "Hey, can I 
have these boxes?" You can go find boxes for the size of what you need. It's amazing. You can get 
'em for free. You can go on Craigslist, and peep, and just type the search term "shipping boxes."

0:53:11 JC: Right. Or moving boxes.

0:53:12 NB: Moving boxes.

0:53:13 JC: Yeah, either one.

0:53:14 NB: And people will be giving away for free, sometimes. Sometimes, selling 'em for a little
bit of money. Sometimes, when I need a specific size on some stuff that I have to send into Amazon 
FBA, some of the private label products I send in, actually, are boxes that I bought from Home 
Depot.

0:53:30 JC: Cool. Very cool. One more thing to note here, is you can also get free priority boxes 
and priority bags from usps.com. So that if you have things that you're shipping priority, that's 
another free source for you.

0:53:50 NB: Yep. That's one of the things, too, I also wanted to mention, is that USPS, United 
States Postal Service, any of their flat rate products that are flat rate priority, they have boxes for 
just about anything you can think of. They have shoe, flat rate priority shoe boxes. And I sell shoes, 
and I buy 'em to where they don't come in shoe boxes. I buy 'em liquidation, directly from the 
manufacturer. They're liquidation, and they don't come in shoe boxes, and I'll buy shoe boxes from 
Bubblefast, or when I'm selling it on eBay, I just shove those shoes into a flat rate priority shoe box,
and ship it out like that.

0:54:36 JC: There you go.

0:54:37 NB: But when I have these shoes and I'm selling 'em merchant fulfilled, I actually have 
those shoes in those boxes, ready to go, that I got for free, and they're all labeled as to what they are,
so that when I sell 'em, you can go right exactly to where it is, and pull that item from where it is, 
and know that it is what it is, and...
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0:54:53 JC: Slap a label on and there it goes. That's great.

0:54:55 NB: Slap a shipping label on it and go...

0:54:57 JC: Yeah, buddy.

0:55:00 NB: And here's another great feature to that, is that anything that you sell flat rate, you're 
gonna be in a position where they will come and pick it up from you. You won't have to take it to 
the post office. So if you have shipments going out and you don't have time to go to the post office, 
well, send 'em flat rate priority, spend a couple bucks more to not have to take a trip to the post 
office. It makes sense. People like three day shipping. I'll tell you, that's one of the key things that 
people look at, as to whether or not they'll buy from you versus somebody else's. "How quickly 
could it get shipped to me?" I do a lot of stuff free shipping and flat rate shipping, 'cause it's tracked,
it has a tracking number. So that's one of the things I do there with free shipping boxes as well. You 
can get 'em for free right off of USPS, but you never wanna ship those boxes with other services, 
just doesn't work, not cool. Now, let's talk about photography tools, 'cause this could be another tool
you definitely need in your business. You can use your cellphone. Cellphone cameras these days are
really, really proficient.

0:56:04 JC: Pretty sophisticated. [laughter]

0:56:05 NB: People need photography for stuff. So as far as that photography is concerned, if you 
have a digital camera, a nice one, we have a few here. We have one that's a micro 4/3rds mirrorless 
camera that shoots incredibly high resolution. I've got a Canon 60D camera here and just hundreds 
and thousands of dollars worth of lenses. [chuckle] But I sell camera stuff. But the lenses that we 
have and the camera equipment that we have to do video, we use for this business, and it's probably 
one of our best business tools. I'm starting a company now, where I will take all the photography of 
your product and make a video for your private label products, specifically. I'll get highly 
professional images, as well as video, and I'll upload your video to YouTube, and help you link it 
over and everything, as a service, and manage that for you.

0:57:01 JC: Wow. That's pretty cool. You make a good point about the level that you're at, because 
if you're just starting out, yeah, you're definitely gonna use your cellphone camera, and as you 
progress, it's just like when we were talking about the warehouse, you'll know when it's time to 
move up to a digital camera, or even if you need to. If you're just doing heavy eBay stuff and your 
thing is vintage, antiques and stuff, then your cellphone camera might be fine. But if you're doing a 
lot of private label, or importing, and things like that, and you want really professional-looking 
things, then it's time to move up to a digital camera.

0:57:44 NB: Yep. And sometimes, when there are images on Amazon, of a product, that are just not
good...

0:57:52 JC: Oh, gosh. Some of them are terrible.

0:57:53 NB: You can send those images to Amazon, and request, and open a case to say, "Hey, I've 
got images of this product. These are the real... "

0:58:00 JC: Yep. I do that all the time.
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0:58:00 NB: " [0:58:00] ____ of these images." But as far as the tools I use, like a photo or a light 
tent, I have lighting, but I also use Adobe Photoshop and Lightroom. It's 10 bucks a month. You go 
to their site, and you have photo editing software, and then, a software called Lightroom that edits 
the lighting. They're not real difficult to learn how to use, but this is the kind of stuff that you can 
outsource to somebody else, if you don't wanna do it yourself. But eventually, you're gonna need 
something that you can edit photos with.

0:58:37 JC: Photos, right. And here's another free tip. If you're just starting out and you don't 
wanna spend the 10 bucks a month for Photoshop, you can use gimp.com. G-I-M-P.com. It's not as 
easy to use as Photoshop and it's not quite as sophisticated, but it gets the job done. You can 
eliminate backgrounds, you can manipulate your photo the way you need to.

0:58:58 NB: And I'll tell you, this is why it's so important to have the right photography, because 
the number one thing that people take into consideration when they're buying something from you 
online, is, "What are they actually buying?" The photo of what they're actually buying. Using a real 
photo, your photo, especially on eBay, over someone else's photo or a photo that you just found 
online of something, manufacturer photo... Which you're not supposed to do on eBay... But with 
your own photo, you'll actually sell more as a result, because people can...

[overlapping conversation]

0:59:28 JC: Right. I got a story about that. Okay, we were just talking about completed listings on 
eBay, and I've got a book in new condition, and I was looking it up on eBay, and in the completed 
listings, one thing I noticed, is all of the sold listings were home photos taken with a cellphone. 
Some dude set it on their kitchen table, or whatever, and it looked... But you knew it was the book 
you were getting, and all of the unsold listings were the stock photo from the publisher, or just taken
off the Amazon site. Right there, that told me, "Okay... [chuckle] People buying on eBay, they 
wanna know what the item is." So, yeah, it's super important to get your photos together.

1:00:15 NB: These tools right here, these photography tools that we're talking about, this photo 
light tent...

1:00:20 JC: There you go.

1:00:21 NB: I have one of these. I use it all the time. I take it outside and get sunlight, but when 
there is no sunlight and you gotta do photographies, this is the way it goes, right here. These are 
really, really inexpensive. They're not that expensive. They're pretty cheap. As far as the lighting, it 
can get expensive. It can get up there. LED lighting gets really expensive. Cameras can get really 
expensive. I have a lens that's $300, just for shooting really small things, like jewelry, small things. 
But it gets the best photography for stuff like that. It's worth it when you sell a lot of stuff like that. 
And I like to find light ship stuff, light ship jewelry, stuff that's custom, stuff that... And I actually 
like this process. I like doing the photography. I like the listings. Even though I have people that do 
that stuff for me now, in my business, I like doing it. I'll step in there. And know how to do it, 
before you assign someone else to do it, because if they decide they don't wanna work with you 
anymore, and you don't know how to do what they were doing, you're dead in the water.

1:01:27 JC: That's right, [chuckle] you gotta train somebody else. If you don't know what you're 
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doing, you're in trouble.

1:01:32 NB: Yep. Sometimes photography like this can very easily be something that you 
outsource. You have a friend that's trying to start a photography business or whatever, say, "Hey, I 
need a bunch of things, but I couldn't pay you your normal rate. I'd only be able to pay you this 
much an hour." Maybe they need the extra money. Have somebody that does the photography for 
you in your business. If it's not in your wheelhouse, have somebody else do it.

1:01:53 JC: Definitely.

1:01:54 NB: Now, a couple of photography tips. The quality of your images have a huge impact on 
the sales. Like I was saying, it is the number one thing that your customers look at in making their 
buying decision, number one thing. What was number two, Jeff? "How quickly can they get it 
shipped to 'em?"

1:02:13 JC: Absolutely.

1:02:14 NB: Those are the two factors that you need to take into consideration. But with images, 
even on Amazon, if you've got a product, like you're creating a bundle, that is your listing, and 
you're building a listing, you're creating it. You wanna have as many images as Amazon will allow 
you to have. You want at least 10 images of that product. And that's where Photoshop comes in, 
because you can actually Photoshop in features, and explanations, and ad copy, and different things 
into those images on Amazon, and that create unique selling propositions too. One thing too, if you 
have stuff that you'd like to sell it on eBay, and you find stuff... I found an old meat grinder the 
other day. Old, rusty meat grinder, cast iron, two bucks. It sells for $25 every time, 80% to 90% 
sell-through ratio. If I take this stuff, not out in sunlight, people are not gonna be able to see exactly 
what they're getting. I like to take photos in sunlight. I still use that photo tent when I need to crop 
stuff out and get the really good, bright light there, but you could just take stuff right out in sunlight.
That is the best way to take your photos, because in the sunlight, people can really see exactly what 
color it is or what it really, actually, is. Sunlight is always the best light. There's no replacement for 
taking photos in sunlight.

1:03:43 JC: Agreed.

1:03:43 NB: Now, multiple photos from multiple angles, that's definitely something that you need 
to do.

1:03:51 JC: That's so important. I was just coaching somebody this morning on that. They asked 
me to look at their eBay listing, and they only had one photo of the front of the box, and then, a 
couple photos of the product out of the box. And I'm like, "You know what? Show everything." 
Show the whole box. Show all the sides, take the thing out, take the pieces apart, show as many 
different varieties of how this thing can operate. If there's a lid on it or if there's a battery 
compartment, open it up, pull the cord out, or take the pieces that come out. People want to see 
everything about what they're bidding on or what they're buying.

1:04:31 NB: Absolutely, they need to see it from every angle and the more pictures you have... 
Does that plug, on their electronics devices, or they wanna make sure that it has the right plug-in. I 
sell audio equipment, and they wanna make sure it has the right cable plugs for what they're 
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hooking it up to, and different things like that. Everything that you could take a picture of, to show 
exactly what you have from every angle. Now, videos, this is something that's a little more 
advanced. You can actually make videos of your product. Say you're selling a car. You're out there, 
"Buy Local, Sell To The World," flipping cars on eBay. EBay is the largest car dealer in the United 
States, in the world, actually, now.

1:05:16 JC: Man, that's right. A car sells every minute on eBay.

1:05:21 NB: Yeah. You can actually make a YouTube video of that car, for example, everything: 
The interior, the exterior, open the hood, go for a drive. Make a video, put that video up on 
YouTube, and then, take that YouTube video, and embed it into your eBay listing. You can get the 
old eBay code. It's the code that's not JavaScript, it's the actual HTML code of that video. Embed it 
into the HTML side of the description, where you add your description in eBay. There's an HTML 
tab. You can copy that code, and paste it into that description, and the video of the actual item will 
show up in the eBay listing.

1:06:00 NB: This has increased the sell-through ratio of my sales on eBay. This has been what's 
made the difference for when eBay kind of took a back seat to Amazon. Basically, things dropped 
off. I'm not making the type of sales that I once was on eBay. But because of adding videos, it's 
really pumped my listings back up to where I am making the type of sales that I was before I really 
migrated everything hard and heavy over to Amazon. But I still sell on eBay every day. But these 
YouTube videos, sometimes, they're not even my YouTube video that I put on an eBay listing and 
embed in there, because Google owns YouTube and they really like it when you add a YouTube 
video on any page out there that you have on the internet, especially eBay, because eBay is a big 
authority site. It's the ninth most visited website on the internet. It makes it so that your listing 
would come up in the Google search engine before anyone else's.

1:07:07 JC: Excellent.

1:07:08 NB: By having that edge, that angle. If you have a bunch of competitors that don't have 
that, they're not gonna show up. And also, I know it helps you in the eBay canonical search 
algorithm, as well as the Amazon, if you have... In Amazon, what they have is called 'enhanced 
content,' 'enhanced brand content,' where you can put a video in your Amazon listing. You can put a 
really nice ad copy and images into the description. So there are some things coming down the line 
here that you need to be prepared for, because this is gonna be probably the wave of what is gonna 
get you more visible on these online marketplaces above your competition. So using video as a 
medium to sell your product, if you can you do it, do it.

1:08:01 JC: Do it, yeah.

1:08:01 NB: Even it's a video on your phone, on your smartphone. Do it.

1:08:04 JC: Yep. Absolutely.

1:08:05 NB: Now, managing your business. There are management tools that we use. For instance, 
we talk about accounting. Jeff and I are not CPAs.

1:08:16 JC: Oh, far from it. [laughter]
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1:08:17 NB: That would be like throwing gasoline on a fireworks display.

1:08:23 JC: Oh, that would not be good. [chuckle]

1:08:23 NB: It would be a disaster. No, but get a professional to help you with this. Maybe you 
know somebody who is a bookkeeper or an accountant. They can help you with setting up your 
bookkeeping and the management of funds, the incoming, the outgoing. I can tell you from 
experience, if you don't get on it and stay on it, it's gonna be a nightmare down the road for you.

1:08:50 JC: Oh, man. It'll get away from you. Taxes and inventory, and all of that kind of stuff, 
makes my head swim. And I like numbers, but I don't like accounting. [laughter]

1:09:01 NB: I don't like having to know, "Oh, what's the going rate on what I can deduct on 
depreciation of inventory?"

1:09:05 JC: I don't care. [laughter] Just do it.

1:09:10 NB: Or the nexus tax on Amazon.

1:09:14 JC: Oh, that is such a headache. I know some people love it, but wow, I don't.

[overlapping conversation]

1:09:18 NB: So using QuickBooks is good. It's not that difficult to learn. I've learned it over the 
years. But you can go to QuickBooks Online and it works very, very good. In fact, we have 
coaching for this to show you how to set up QuickBooks, and do your accounting, and it's in the 
Proven Accounting Course. But, if you email... I'm gonna throw two things out there in this, if you 
email coaching@jimcockrumcoaching.com, you can request a consultation to help you with that, 
for free, for nothing.

1:09:53 JC: Great.

1:09:56 NB: But also, check this out. If you want coaching with Jeff Clark, okay, say you wanted 
coaching with Jeff Clark, if you email coaching@jimcockrumcoaching.com, because you purchased
this course, that's gonna put you in front of the line to, actually, work with Jeff one-on-one.

1:10:16 JC: [1:10:16] ____.

1:10:17 NB: Have him, definitely, take you through every step of this process one-on-one, as it 
pertains to you. Now, moving on with having a calendar or an organizer. I keep what is called a 
business journal, but tell me a little bit about your processing system there.

1:10:36 JC: Yeah, well, starting out, again, there's lots of free tools you can use. Google Calendar is
amazing, because you can use it on your desktop, and it will integrate with your phone, and you can
put alerts, and all kinds of things in there that will help you just keep going. If you know sales are 
coming up that you wanna go to, or you can put in monthly reminders, or weekly reminders to 
organize your books, or your receipts, or whatever you need to do. That's the kind of thing you can 
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put together.

1:11:15 NB: Now, what I do, is I have a business journal and I, basically, keep track of everything 
that I do in this business journal. I open it up first thing in the morning and I write down, "Okay, 
here are the top three or four things I wanna get done today." And at the end of the day, I either 
check those items off or add the addendum to what needed be done with that stuff still. Do you 
know what I'm saying? I keep track of everything I'm doing and I also write down my ideas. I write 
down goals, but I don't ever write down goals that are like, "By the end of this year, I wanna be... " 
I'm like, "By the end of this week, this is what I want."

1:11:54 JC: Yes. Exactly.

1:11:55 NB: Small, bite-sized goals.

1:11:56 JC: Your business journal, you're looking at it every day. And you're not having a long-
term... That's for your annual planning sessions. But I agree, especially, the part about writing down 
your ideas, because as you're doing this business, ideas are just gonna pop into your head 
constantly, and you need a place to get them out of your head, or they'll be lost, and a business 
journal is perfect.

1:12:19 NB: You become what you think about. If you write down, "What does success mean to 
me?" And then, you write the answer, [1:12:27] ____. It does something to you psychological. Not 
only that, but when you put your name, you put it in your own handwriting... I don't want you to do 
a Word document business journal. I want something that's gonna be right there in front of you, that 
you... It's gonna be hard to do it religiously, but you have to, and I'll tell you why, because... And 
also, another good idea is to have a white board that you're writing down all the things you need to 
do, and if your white board isn't just clean and wiped off, then you got work to do, right? 

1:12:54 JC: That's right.

1:12:54 NB: So to sit down in front of that white board, and just write down the immediate future 
stuff, and it does wonders for helping you stay organized, and on top of all the things you need to 
do. There are times when I didn't have this kind of organization in the beginning, where I made a 
sale, and I had to go pick that sale, and I had to get that shipped out, and because I didn't write it 
down, I was like, "Oh, it slipped by me," and then, that customer said, "Hey, it's been a week and I 
noticed that this hasn't been shipped. What's going on?" You don't ever wanna do that. You have to 
stay on top of it. You have to stay organized. If you keep this stuff written down and all these 'to 
dos' of everything, as they come in... That's why I like the integraship.com platform, is 'cause 
everything that needs to get shipped is in the batch, and if it hasn't been shipped, it's in the batch 
queue.

1:13:38 JC: That's great. That's great. I love what you said about not writing it on a Word doc and 
I'm gonna emphasize that too. Putting things down in your own handwriting, putting pen to paper, it
does something in your brain. It's one thing to read it, it's another thing to hear it, but it's another 
thing entirely to physically write it. It's the actual doing of writing the words on the paper, that 
really, really sinks into your brain and makes a new impact.

1:14:08 NB: This is mindset stuff and it's almost every bit as important as all the other stuff that we 
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teach. And I can tell you that there is a lot of truth to what you're saying there about putting it in 
your handwriting. That's why you sign a check. It's your signature. You sign your... "Sign on the 
dotted line there." There's something psychological going on there. But what it's doing, when you're
writing down your ideas, and your thoughts, and positive things, and your entrepreneurial ideas, and
the thoughts that will manifest into reality, you're really just setting the stage there for success. 
You're setting the stage for results and you need to focus on those results.

1:14:57 NB: You need to focus on the results and write them down. What were the results? Not 
just, "Well, here's what I'm gonna do," but, "Here's what happened. Sold that for 500 bucks." And 
one thing, Jeff, that you do and I love this, is when you sell something that's really cool, that you've 
picked up, and you got a great deal on it, and then, you turned around and flipped it, you always 
document that in your Facebook group. If you're listening to this and you are not a member of the 
Sourcer's Apprentice... Yeah, go get in Jeff's group there on Facebook and look at some of these 
finds, and these things, and then, you start developing an eye for, "Oh, I saw Jeff got one of those 
and sold that. I'm gonna be on the lookout for that too."

1:15:40 JC: And it's not just me teaching other people. I learn things from them as well. 'Cause 
everybody has their own expertise and it's great, if I say, "Hey, I just sold my 12th typewriter this 
year... " Which honestly, I did, Nathan. We're only four months into the year. I've sold 12 
typewriters already.

1:15:56 NB: That's amazing.

1:15:56 NB: And then, I have other people... Yeah, that is so great. Then I have people saying, "Oh, 
my gosh. I never look at typewriters, but I saw one, because you post your sales on here." I have a 
member of my group that does great with Barbies. He buys huge lots of Barbies and just makes a 
killing on 'em. I don't necessarily look at Barbies, [chuckle] but because of him, now, I've got my 
eye out for Barbies. It's great. We help each other a lot.

1:16:22 NB: Absolutely. Well, that's the next thing we're gonna talk about. Leaders create leaders. 
And by watching a leader and what they're doing, and seeing these things, and developing an eye 
for what sells, whether you're a picker... That's what I love to do. I'm a picker.

1:16:38 JC: Oh, me too.

1:16:39 NB: I love to go find stuff, but see, passing that information on... Not everybody I knew, 
their dad... My dad owned a pawn shop. Their dad's not a pawn shop owner. They don't know what 
that's like, or how that works, or what's valuable, or not, or, you know what I'm saying? So you 
have to develop that over time, but once you become a leader, and once you become good at this, 
you have to transfer that into somebody else. You'll never grow a real business, if you can't do that. 
So hiring a VA to do things, hiring other employees, someone else to do your listing, packing, 
shipping. I don't do that stuff anymore. I have somebody else that works for me that does that. But 
they do it all under my direction, but I had to learn how to do it, to be able to teach them.

1:17:26 NB: I use a VA for stuff to make websites, to put stuff on websites, to put stuff on 
Facebook yard sales, to put stuff on Craigslist, to put stuff on another site, ksl.com, that I have here, 
that's just a free classified site in Utah, that's specifically for Utah. I sell a lot of stuff local too. I 
don't just "Buy Local and Sell to the World." I sell local, and buy local, and...
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[laughter]

1:17:51 NB: It's just knowing what will flip and how to flip it, but at some point, when you're 
looking at buying something big and you don't have someone there to help you lift it...

[laughter]

1:18:07 NB: Sometimes, I'll flip a pool table. I don't care. If there's a profit there, if I know what it 
is, if I go and look at it, and it's like, "Oh, wow. Well, gosh." People would be thinking, "Gosh, a 
pool table's way too big to ship." Well, why would I ship it? I'm gonna just turn around and re-sell it
for what it should sell for, probably even play pool on it for a while, until... You hear what I'm 
saying? 

[laughter]

1:18:28 JC: Yeah. I hear you.

1:18:29 NB: There's always a very, very, very creative solution to all these things. But if you can't 
show other people your creative solutions, and show them how to take advantage of it, and leverage
their time, and then, leverage their resources, and have them leveraging your knowledge... Leverage
is a huge, key component in this business. You can, literally, do this business on a shoe string with 
no money out of pocket and make a ton of money doing it. It's amazing. Now, Inventory Lab.

1:19:00 JC: I love Inventory Lab.

1:19:01 NB: This is something that we use as a management tool, because what this does, is this 
manages inventory. How would you like to know what your inventory, all this stuff that you've sent 
in now to Amazon, what's it actually worth? What is my total inventory worth, if I sold it today for 
what I have it listed it for? What's it worth? And how do you track depreciation? Well, Inventory 
Lab does, but not only that, they're a full blown system, that you can list your items through 
Inventory Lab, you can label your items through Inventory Lab. In fact, the owner of Inventory Lab 
was one of my coaching students.

1:19:35 NB: Highly trustworthy. Really knowledgeable. And their tool works well for managing 
your inventory, listing, packing, shipping, all those things, all in one Inventory Lab. It also can help 
you with tracking things for taxation. And then, also, another good tool is Seller Labs, it will 
manage your inventory. There's a program they have called Quantify. We also recommend Feedback
Genius. This is to manage your feedback and reputation on Amazon. What it does is, it sends them 
an email after they purchase, and after it's delivered, "Hey, wanted to make sure you got everything 
okay. If there were any problems with your purchase, please let me know directly here, and I will 
fix it. But if you did like what you have, please leave me a positive feedback." Or for people out 
there doing private label, to get a review.

1:20:35 JC: That's great.

1:20:35 NB: So these are great tools. Seller Labs, another great company, that I just can't do 
without. Mostly, Feedback Genius, for me, it's the best tool for managing that customer relationship.
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It's gonna keep you from getting negative feedback, and negative reviews, and negative stuff before 
it happens. By utilizing all these management tools and utilizing all the tools that we've gone over 
today, that's pretty much it. But I'm sure everybody'll have a lot more questions. And so we 
encourage you to ask these questions in the MySilentTeam Facebook Group. Go to the 
MySilentTeam Facebook Group and take a look at it. If you want to have someone, literally, coach 
you on setting these things up step by step, get in touch with us at www.jimcockrumcoaching.com, 
and we can help get you the training that you need, to get to the level of success that you're looking 
for in the business. Jeff, anything else you wanna add today? 

1:21:43 JC: Man, I think we've covered a lot. This has been a good session.

1:21:47 NB: Yeah. A lot of stuff. If you're a newbie, this is what you needed. And maybe to brush 
up, and sharpen up on the saw, if you're even somebody who is an expert at this stuff already, going 
over this stuff again, just to sharpen up on things. We wanna provide more information. This course 
will be an ongoing course, so stay tuned, and stay close to us, and don't be afraid to reach out to me 
or Jeff personally. We're happy to help you with your business.

1:22:14 JC: Absolutely. You bet.

1:22:18 NB: Alright. Thanks a lot.

1:22:20 JC: Alright. Thanks, Nathan.
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